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Dental Payment Plans available at
most of Bupa Dental clinics

Get your dental treatment today and pay over 
time

Payment Options

Dental treatment should be accessible to everyone. At Bupa Dental, we 
want to help you get the dental care that’s right for you, but we under-
stand that the cost of some treatments may not be within your budget. 
That’s why most Bupa Dental dentists are happy to provide you with 
information on dental payment plans, loans and other alternatives that 

Access My Super

Cost of dental care can be a big factor for many people, but this may be 
especially true if you’re considering a larger or unexpected expense, 
like:

Access My Super is a professional company that offers individuals the option to gain early access to their super for es-
sential dental procedures.

If you need a dental procedure, however aren’t in a position to access funds to cover the cost, Access My Super can 
assess your eligibility to use your super.

The information provided is of a general nature and does not consider your specific needs or personal situation.

Benefits of using Access My Super for your dental work

 - Quick and simple access to your superannuation for your dental health needs
 - Experienced and expert superannuation and taxation specialists
 - 100% ‘no approval no fee’ guarantee
 - Complete support from start to finish 
 - Hassle free - we take care of the entire process including lodgment and approval 
 - Access to funds within 10 days of approval 
 - Obligation-free consultation 
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Access My Super

Access My Super is a professional company that offers individuals the option to gain early access to their super for 
essential dental procedures.

If you need a dental procedure, however aren’t in a position to access funds to cover the cost, Access My Super can 
assess your eligibility to use your super.

All Australian and New Zealand citizens can apply for the early release of their superannuation on compassionate 
grounds to help with their medical care. 

From lodging your application to the ATO we expect around a 14-day turnaround. We keep you up to date through-
out the entire application process so you have the latest information. 

Who is eligible for early release of their super for dental and medical care?

How long does the application process take? 

At Access My Super we have a 100% success rate for the early access of our client’s super. Should your application not 
be approved we will provide a detailed explanation from the ATO. We do not charge any fees should your application 
not be successful. 

What happens if my application for funding is not approved? 

Yes, you can use your preferred health or dental practitioner for the procedure. We work with all health and dental 
specialists and practitioners across Australia. We’re here to ensure you get the care you need from a practitioner you 
trust.

Can I use my local dentist or doctor for my procedure?

Benefits of using Access My Super for your dental work

 - Quick and simple access to your superannuation for your dental health needs
 - Experienced and expert superannuation and taxation specialists
 - 100% ‘no approval no fee’ guarantee
 - Complete support from start to finish 
 - Hassle free - we take care of the entire process including lodgment and approval 
 - Access to funds within 10 days of approval 
 - Obligation-free consultation 

The information provided is of a general nature and does not consider your specific needs or personal situation.

FAQs

Get in touch

How would you like to be contacted?*

I would like to a call back I would like information by email

First

Email

Last

Phone

Submit


